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The base load, the power required for the full 24 hours, is only
about half the power required at the peak (see Fig. I). Large coal
fired and nuclear power plants, which are most efficient (in terms of
converting heat into electricity), arc normally designed for and,
where possible, programmed to meet the base load needs by
operating at full capacity for months without significant power
vnriatiol1. Though power levels can be changed 011 these expensive
units. their life expectancy is decreased considerab ly whcn forced to
cycle by significant fractions of their maximum capacity.

Recent programmatic developments in Superconduclillg
Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) have prompted renewed and
widespread interest in this field. In mid 1987 the Defense Nuclear
Agency, acting for the Strategic Defense Initiative Office issued a
request for proposals for the design and construction of SMES
Engineering Test Model (ETM). Two teams, one led by Bechtel and
the other by Ebasco, are now engaged in the first phase of the
development of a 10 to 20 MWhr ETM. This report presents the
rationale for energy storage on utility systems, describes the general
technology of SMES, and explains the chronological development
of the technology. 111e present ETM program is outl ined; details of
the two projects for ETM development are described in other papers
in these proceedings. The impact of high Tc materials on SMES is
discussed.

Since this base generation cannot be cycled, the other half of the
power generating capacity of most systems must be capable of
cycling 100% on a daily basis. Old and internlediate sized coal fired
power plants, hydro e lectric plants and gas turbines, are less
effected by chang ing power levels and historically have been used to
meet the daily and weekly power variations. The price paid for
using these units is efficiency. Roughly 1/3 of the thermal energy of
a coal fired or nuclear plant is converted into electricity. For a gas
turbine the conversion efficiency may be only 25% and expensive
fuels are needed.

INTRODUCfION/fHE NEED FOR ENERGY STORAGE
Variations in electric power demand are experienced by all
electric utilities. Most vari:tlions are periodic, but the cycle times
Tange from a few seconds to a year. The annua l variation is
typically accommodated by scheduling power equipment outage and
major maintenance for seasons of low demand. The time of year for
the peak season depends some what on geographical location, and
there is some long range power transmission, for example north to
south in the U.S. and other countries, to reduce peak power
generation requirements. The daily or diurnal cycles are perhaps the
most serious because of the sheer magnitude and rate of power
variation th at may occur in a 24 hour period t, as shown in Fig. 1.
The variation may be from 50% of peak load at 7 am to 90% at 9
am. On a utility system with a 2000 MW peak, this variation is 800
MW. This is significant as it is the equivalent of turning on a fu ll
sized nuclear power plant in a period of 2 hours.

Though some fraction of the capacity to meet the peak demands
must be in fonn of primary power sources, part of it can be in the
form of energy storage plants that are charged by inexpensive, offpeak power (usually at night) and discharged during the periods of
high demand. Estimates of the fraction of capacity that could be in
the fonn of energy storage range up to 15% of the total generating
capacity, though 5% might be a more reasonable projection. The
installed generating capacity in the U.S. is expected to 750,000 MW
in the 1990'sl. Five percent of thi s, 37,500 MW, could be in the
form of energy storage.
At present about 2% of the generating capacity in the U.S. is in
the form of pumped hydro units, some of which date back to the
1930's.2. These units have been of great value to those utilities
fortunate enough to have the necessary geological and other
conditions, namely an available location with adequate water and
sites for upper and lower reservoirs with a differential height of
several hundred feet or more. We are now running out of stich
favorable sites, and the possibility of using underground caverns for
the lower reservoir has been proposed)
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To satisfy the need for peak power several new technologies,4,5
including compressed airt', underground pumped hydr03, batteries7 ,
and Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage8- 1t (SMES) show
promise for possible future applications. Some have already seen
limited use, though they are all still developmental. In each of these
technologies, except SMES, the electrical energy is converted to
another form, mechanical or chemical, through severa l
tran formations, and then back to electrical. The conversion
processes are inherently inefficient. As a result pumped hydro,
compressed air, and battery energy storage are all only 65 to 75%
efficie nt. (Efficiencies approaching 80% for pumped hydro plants
with large heads have been reported J2 ). SMES may be as high as
95% efficient. With technical development and cost improvements
in these emerging technologies the electric utilities will someday be
able to select from several options the type of plants that will
optimize their power generation capability in terms of cost and
perfonnance.
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Fig. 1 A weekly load cycle that might be experienced for a region
of the United States. The uppermost curve is the actual
power delivered. TIle shaded areas near the delivered power
curve show the charge and discharge of an energy storage

SMES SUMMARY

plant

I-Iere we address Superconducti ng Magnetic Energy Storage,
which is inherently very efficient and has siting requirements that arc
somewhat different from other technologies. SMES has the
potential of finding application in systems with large energy storage
requirements and/o.r rapid power changes. It will meet many of tl~e
requirements for dIUrnal storage. An unusual feature of SMES IS
the cost scaling with size as shown in Fig. 2, which is different

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuc lear Physics, High Energy
Physics Division, U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract No.

DE·AC03·76SFOOO98, and Ihe Electric Power Research Instil"Ie.
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from that for other storage devices 13 - 15 . For a given design , the
cost of a SMES unit is roughly proportional to its surface area and
the required quantity of superconductor. The stored energy is
roughly proportional to the volume~ thus, the cost per unit of stored
energy (MJ or MWhr) decreases as storage capacity increases.

Studies of SMES in the U.S. began at the University of
Wisconsin in 1971 under the direction of Boom and Peterson 22 .
The fundamental interaction between an energy storage unit and an
electric utility system through a multiphase bridge was studied in
det~il,23.24 including an evaluation of the stabilizing effects of the
rapid response of the converter on electric utility variations.

1000.----------------------,

In 1972 the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory was asked by the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission to look into SMES and, if it
appeared ~cC? n.omica l, to o~ t1ine a development program to tJle newly
formed DIVISIOn of Applied Technology. Two major areas were
imJ11ediatelyaddressed. TIle first was to detennine the relative va lue
of SMES compared to other technologies l5 . The second was to
determine the utility conditions in which such a technology would
have to operate. Even at that early date the evaluation 25 of this
tec hnology was quite straightforward and showed that the level of
development of some of the components was adequate for large
scale units. Discussions with represen tatives of the electric utilities
showed a keen interest in the new technology, with the ever present
reservation that if it were developed, the resulting units must be cost
effective (cheap), efficient, reliable, easily si ted , and
environmentally acceptable.

System Costs Based on Equal
Superconductor Costs
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An early analysis of cos tsl 5 based on standard techniques for
building superconducting magnets showed that, by itse lf, the
stmcture required to contain the Lorentz forces would be sufficiently
exp~ n si~e to e.IiT~linate SMES from considera tion for utility
applieallon. 11l1s IS a result of the fundamental relations between
stress and energy, sometimes referred to as the Virial Theorem.
About 16 kg of stainless steel support structure would be needed for
each MJ of stored energy. This quantity is so large that the cost per
unit of stored energy would be $50/MJ whereas the cost of the
pumped hydro plant at Ludington was only 6.9$/MJ. Hasscnzahl,
recognized the economic requirement of a wann structure such as
"in situ" rock in place of cold structure, as referenced in the article
by Power & Bezler26 who had studied the costs of supports for
supe rconduc ling magnets for fusion and found that wann support
would reduce the costs of fusion based power plants.
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Fig. 2 Cos ts of SMES plants of various sizes per unit of stored
energy. The impact of high temperature superconductors is
included for the case of equal material and fabrication costs.
The SMES plant is charged and discharged through a 1l11llliphasc
converter, which allows it to respond wilhin lens of milliseconds to
power demands that could include a change from maximum rated
c harge to maximum rated discharge I6 - 17 . This rapid response
should allow a diurnal storage unit 10 provide spi nning reserve and
to improve system stability, thus giving a substantial cos t credit 10
this technology. Both the converter and the energy storage in the
coil are highly effic ient as there is no conversion of energy from one
form to another. The major loss during storage is the energy
required to operate the refrigerator that maintains superconductivity
in the coi l. Because of these characteristics and because it can be
easily sited, is likely to be quite competitive with other storage
tcchnologies. Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage, has the
potential of finding extensive application on utility systems.

Other energy storage tec hnologies27 -29 were being considered at
the time, and there were many similarities between the applications
of batteries and SMES to a utility system. Both require ac-dc
converters and can thus respond quickly to changing power
demands. The cost of th e converter was well established by
commercial and utility application and was known to be relatively
inexpensive based on applications on dc transmission lines 30 .
Through comparison with cost estimates for other new
technologies 15.23 and discussions with the electric utilities it was
found that a sign ificant cost cred it cou ld be assigned to SMES if the
co nverter were oversize, because the relatively inexpensive,
increased power capability that came with additional converter
capacity was quite valuable for accommodating rapid power swings.

Several institutions have supporled the development of SMES.
Most recently, SOl and EPRI have jointly initiated a program to
dcsign and build an Engineering Test Model, ETM, with an energy
storage capacity of about 20 MWhr. The power capacity for the two
applications will be different: about ten MW for EPRI's utility
application and several hundred MW for SDI.

Thus, the converter is seen to contribute two inherently attractive
fcatures to a diurnal storage unit: first the fllst response time of the
converter allows the SMES unit to improve system stability and
second the low cost of the converter permits the SMES unit to
provide the sys tem with inexpensive sp inning reserve, the extra
power c~~a5ity that must be available on any operating power
system . t

In early 1987, there were many who suggested there would be
great and glorious improvements should high critical temperature
superconduc tors be used for SMES. The potential impact of high
temperature superconductor 011 SMES have been considered in detail
e lsew here . 18 - 20 Based on the remote chance of a 1 for I
replacement of the superconductor and operation at 77 K, the capital
cost will decrease by about 8% and the effic iency will increase by
about 2%. Neither of these is significant enough to cha nge the
relative competitiveness of this technology, though it may make
sma ller units more attractive.

As mentioned above , the major cost item in a very large
sllperconducting coil with all component s m cryogenic temperatures
will be the reinforcing stru cture. There are magnetic field
configurations (used in plasma physics mainly) in which the fields
and curren ts can be configured to be force free. Mawardi 31 and
others have proposed a force-compensated SMES system consisting
of toroidal and poloidal coils in which the Lorentz forces cancel for
the combined system. The total structural requirements wo uld be
reduced, even though the forces in each coi l type appear as
expec ted. Several studie s of thi s concept32 -34 have led 10 the
conclusion that a stric t relationship between sto red energy and the
support structure exists.

HISTORY OF SMES

The development of SMES ca n be traced to an early paper by
Ferrier21 that considered a single large diurnal energy storage co il
for France. The coil was to be in the shape of a torus, which
contains essen tially all the field within the toroidal shell formed by
the superconductor. Only one unit would be built and both capital
and development costs appeared high so the idea was not pursued.

·2-

Because the early cost estimates showed that only a very large
SMES unit would be economical, some effort had gone into
searching for other applications of SMES to utility systems. Lale in
1976 a collaboration of the Los Alamos group and the I30nneville
Power Administration 17.37 suggested the use of a small, rapidly
cycled energy storage unit to aid in stabilizing the power flow from
the Pacific Northwest to Southern California. The motivation for
this effort was an instability at a frequency of about 0.3 Hz that
limited the maximum north to south power now under certain
conditions.3 8
This project was carried through to completion induding tests of
the unit on the power grid39 -42 . The need for this unit, which
existed in 1976 when it was proposed, was reduced by adding
power control to an existing dc transmission line to provide the
necessary damping. Had there not been another possibility
available, the 30-MJ SMES unit might still be operating. Cost
estimates have suggested the economic payoff would have been
reached in about two years.

TAI3LEI
Charncteristics of a 5000 MWhr SMES Plant
Peak Stored Energy (MWhr)
Peak POlVer (MW)
Coil Height (m)
Coil Diameter (m)
Aspect Ratio
Operating Temperature (K)
Current (ka)
No. of Turns
No. of Radial Layers
Maximum Wall Pressure (MPa)
Peak Magnetic Field (1')
Midplane Magnetic Field (T)
Strut Spacing (Ill)
Cooldowll Hoopstress (MPa)
Refrigeration Load (MWhr/day)
Construction Time (yrs)
Land Requirement (acres)

In 1980 a point reference design43 for a deep 1 GWHr SMES
unit was developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The
conclusion was that an economically competitive unit would be in
the size range 1 to 5 GWhr. In 1981 the Electric Power Research
Institute initiated a study by I3echtel 44 to evaluate the technology.
The conclusion of this study was that a plant closer to the surface
would be more practical, but the cost estimate was consistent with
the earlier LANL study. In subsequent years both EPRI and DOE
supported work at DechteI9,45,46 to improve the design.

The components of a SMES system are shown schematically in
Fig. 3. The heart of the system is the superconducting coil. The
dimensions of the coil are detennined by the energy storage capacity
desired and the coil design chosen . A 5000 MWhr plant is
considered here as a reference point. One set of possible
charncteristics are listed in Table I. The coil radius can vary from
abollt 150 m to 500 m, depending on the peak field and the ratio of
height to diameter. As mentioned before, if the system is to be
economical, the magnetic forces that tend to expand the coil must be
transmitted to a structural material such as "in situ" rock. This is
accomplished by means of a structural material like Fiberglas
reinforced epoxy52.53 that has high strength and low thermal
==::1
conductivity.
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The power demand, the timing of the three phases on the ac
system, and the current in the conductor (or equivalently the sto~ed
energy in the coil) are used by the controller to calculate the firing
angle for the SCR firing circuit. This in turn controls the direction
and magnitude of the power flow through the cOllverter.

Here we describe a general SMES system and then give some
details of each component. Because of the sensitive nature of the
present competition for the construction of an ETM, the recent
developments of the two teams will not be discussed here but are
included partially in separate papers in the Proceedings of this
conference.
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The current in the superconducting coil passes from room
temperature to the coil along a set of special low loss power leads.
At the room temperature end the leads are connected to busses that
go to the converter. The heat conducted from room temperature to
the coil is absorbed in a helium bath at 4.4 K.

THE COMPONENTS OF A SMES SYSTEM
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Heat generated within the coil or conducted to the helium, along
either the supports or the power leads, is removed by a refrigerator.

Some work on SMES has been carried out in Japan 48 , including
two workshops held to evaluate the status of the technology and to
discuss future projects. The designs preferred by the Japanese
seems to be driven, at least in part, by considerations associated
with their high cost of helium. 49-51
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The silperconducting coil is contained in a cryostat or dewar that
consists of a vacuum vessel in intimate contact with the rock and a
helium vessel that encloses the supcrconducting coil and contains the
liquid hclium that cools the coil. It is possible to consider a SMES
conductor that contains the helium. The advantage is the elimination
of the helium vessel and reduction in the amount of helium. The
disadvantages are the need for many helium access points, the
question of stability, and possibly extended cooldown times.

In 1986 EPRI proposed that the next step in this technology
should be the construction of an Engineering Test Model, which
would store about 10 MWHr and be about 100 m in diameter. 47

r
. ,;

5250

vower syslarn

fig. 3 Schematic of a SMES plant showing the various components
and their interrelationships.
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The current in the superconducting coil will be on the order of
100kA. Power systems normally operate at much lower current
levels so a transfonner is needed to convert the high voltage and low
current of the ac system to the low voltage and high current required
by the coil. The individual semiconductor elements can only carry a
few thousand amperes so many must be used in parallel.
The superconducting coil, as seen through the converter,
appears as a reactive load to the ac system. The reactive power
created in the systcm is canceled by the reactive power compensation
system that is in essence a variable capacitance. More recent
developments of GTOs suggest that full reactive power control can
be achieved. However, GTO-based cOllverters may not be as
efficient as those using SCRs.
Superconductor and Coil
The superconductor will likely be a Nb-Ti/copper composite
stabilized by high purity aluminum. The copper serves several
purposes. First, it provides a matrix that mechanically supports and
separates the individual filaments of Nb-Ti, which in the final
conductor are tens of microns in diameter. Second, because of its
high resistivity relative to the superconductor, it electrically isolates
the Nb-Ti filaments by providing a resistive barrier that reduces
losses during charge and discharge. Third, the copper can stabilize
the superconductor by conducting current during short periods when
the superconductor undergoes a transition to the normal state. The
composite conductor is fonned of long strands of this conductor and
the aluminum stabilizer. The individual strands can be spliced so
that conductor and system performance are not degraded by finite
conductor length. The total conductor cost is minimized by grading

the quantity of superconductor in the cable to have the
supercond uctor in all parts of the magnet operate near the critical
current. The usual Nb-46.5% Ti conductor may be replaced by a
SO-S5% Ti alloy that can maintain a higher current density at low
fields and low temperatures. The critical CUITCnt used to estimate
costs below is 7000A/1ll1l12 at I.SK and ST. The grading is adjusted
so that the conductor operates at about 90% of critical current in the
local field.

helium vessel for tlml segment is fabricated in place and the helium
vessel is scaled. Because of the possibility of ex tensive winding
time several segments can be assembled si multaneously. The final
stage of assembly is the installation of axial support s between the
helium vessel and the inside wall of the vacuum vessel. For a coil
with cable in a conduit conductor there is no helium vessel so the
assembly process is simpler and faster, but the tube connections for
liquid helium and for hea t removal and cooldown may be
complicated.

The cross section s of high purity aluminum in the conductor and
the heat absorbing "enthalpy" material are determined by a local
voltage requirement and a limit on temperature rise in case of an
emergency internal energy dump. 54-58 The issue of co il safety and
protection cannot be discussed in detail here. However, any viable
design must assure the safe energy conversion from magnetic field
to heat in the structure. This requires removing helium and
spreading the nonnal region .

Tunnel and Excavation
At present a device near the surface and in mild rock is
preferrcd44 . Generally this will require trenching rath er than
tunneli ng and the coil/cryostat assembly will be constructed inside
this trench. The time required for trenching and site preparation will
be two to three years. Some recent estimates show that very weak
rock, maybe even alluvium, will be acceptable for the construction.
This will considerably expand the range of potential sites and
increase the likelihood of application.

As anyone who works with electrical wiring knows, aluminum
and copper are not metallurgically compatible, which sugges ts thaI
one or the other be used but not both. However, there is
considerable recent experience with aluminum stabilized conductors.
Aluminum of high purity has a low temperature resistivity about one
te nth that of good copper, its resistance is less affected by the
magnetic field, and it is le ss expensive; thus aluminum may be
preferred for the major part of the stabilizer. In the event of a
quench the safety of the unit will depend 011 having a large fraction
of the coil nonnal in a very short time to limit voltages and to reduce
temperature variations. The addition of massive amounts of
stabili zer und en thai pic material to the conductor reduces the quench
propagation velocity. Thus some method is generally needed to
accelerate the quench or to cause Illultiple !lonna! regions.

Cryogenjc System
In most systems proposed the coil operates in a 1.8 K helium
bath at atmospheric pressure. Sub 4.2 K operation is chosen
because the current density possible in the superconductor is higher
at lower temperatures. As discussed above, 1.8 K and atmospheric
pressure are chosen because of the maximum in heat transfer and
thermal conductivity of Hell. This condition is maintained by
mean s of a heat exchanger bctween the subcooled superfl uid helium
and a Hell bath at the equilibriulll vapor pressure of about 12.5 tOIT.
In addition, Ii high thermal resistance fluid path is needed between
the coolant bath and a 4.2 K helium bath. This technique of
producing a non-equilibrium cooling bath was developed by Claudet
et al. 59 and is now widely used in low temperature experimental
facilities 60 ·61 . The working fluid in thi s system is helium, which is
completely sealed so that no air enters the system and so that little
helium is lost.

In 1110st designs, the conductor and the supports that transmit the
forces between turns and to the cryostat wall are submerged in liquid
helium at about I.S K. This bath removes heat from the conductor
and carries it to the refrigerator via a set of heat exchangers. The
choice of I.S K as an operating temperature is based on a trade off
between several factors. As the temperature decreases, current
density increases, refrigeration costs - capital and operating increase, enthalpy to the lambda point increuses, and the heat
transfer/thermal conductivity has a maximum near 1.8 K. TIle low
cost of refrigeration relatiye to the superconductor generally
suggests operating in the 1.7 to 2.0 K range.

In add ition to maintaining the coil at 1.8 K, the cryogenic system
provides coolant at severa l intermediate temperatures. The first is a
bath at about 4.S K that maintains a constant pressure in the I.S K
bath and intercepts any heat flow through the power leads that carry
current from ambient tempera ture to the coil. TIle choice of current
has a significant impact on the 4.5 K heat load. Reducing the
current, in particular on small devices can have a major impact here.
In addition, heat that travels along the support struts is removed al
intem1ediate temperatures by helium gas at high pressure.

Dewar and Stmcture
The dewar and the struc ture that supports the windings and
tran smits forces to the rock are designed together to form an
integrated system in which the structural components support
multiple loads. The Lorentz force has a net radial outward
component and an axial component that is symmetrical about the
vertical centerline. Though these are the major forces, the weight of
the magnet must be supported at the bottom by struts that can
accommodate the thermal contractions of cooldown. In addition,
there is the force of the atmosphere on the vacuum vessel and the
internal pressure of the helium on the helium vessel. The struts
proposed lise a cryogenic grade glass-fiber reinforced epoxy (G10CR) and may be graded in thickness to take advantage of
increased strength at low temperature.

The compressor and other moving parts of the cryogenic sys tem
must be as close to the coil as possible to improve efficiency and
reduce cost. At the same time this equipment must be in a low
magnetic fie ld. It appears that the best option is to have this
equipment at fields less than 200 G, where limited personnel access
may be possible, and to sh ield the equipment if necessary to ha ve it
perfonn effec tively.
Power Conditioning System
The electrical interface between the supercollducting magnet and
the electric power system is a converter as shown in Fig. 3. The
converter is an ac to dc rectifier and dc to ac inverter Ihat changes the
alternating current from the utility into the direct current that must
flow continuously in the coiI. 62 · 64 To charge or di scha rge, the
voltage across the coil is made positive or negati ve. When the unit
is on standby, independent of storage level, the current is constant
and the average voltage across the sllpercondu cting winding is zero.
The possibility of a persistent mode switch has been discllssed, as
there are losses in the converter in the idle condition. However, the
need by the utility for rapid response of the SMES plant will likely
be more important than the losses.

Two vessels are generally required. First, an outer vacuum
vessel, most likely made of a seam-welded aluminum sheet, will
enclose the coil, helium vessel and the support struct ures . Care
lIlust be taken to assure that welds are centered between supports in
the IllOst accessible region where the maximum deflection occurs.
TIle aluminum material may have to be thickened in the weld areas to
compensate for reduced strength due to heating during the welding
process. The difference in pressure across the aluminum, causes the
aluminum to deflect. The amount of deflection allowed and the
support spacing are chosen to reduce the amount of aluminum
required in the wall and to minimize cos~.

The basic 3-phase bridge consists of 6 thyris tors (SCRs) or 6
OTOs. which are controlled by a firing circuit. (We describe here
the operation of this simple circuit; the actual converter will be mllch
more complicated and contain multiple bridges.) Voltage pulses
from the firing circuits cause the SCRs to conduct. The voltage
pulses calise each SCR to begin conducting at a prescribed time and
sequence in the 16 illS cycle to maintain the desired average voltage
across the coil. By changing the relative phase, of this pulse
through a range of a to ISO· , the voltage across the coil can be made

In a full scale device with a helium vessel, the fabrication of the
cryostat may be sequenced with the coil winding process. The
vacuum vessel, the support stmts, and the outside wall of the helium
vessel are fabricated in place in the excavated tunnel. The coil is
then wound onto the inside of the outside wall of the heliulll vessel.
After eac h segment of the coil is completed the inside wall of the
-4-

to vary from its nlaximum positive value to the maxi mum negative
value.

also includes the possible impact of high critical temperature
material s on SMES, as described below. The conductor assembly
has Nb-Ti, Cu, high purity AI, and high strength AI; it must be
partially assembled at the factory (generally factory work is less
expensive and more efficient than field work), then delivered to the
site for final assembly. This includes welding, introducing a ripple
if included in the design, etc. To accomplish this a spec ial train car
wi th conductor components moves around the si te at ground level
and lays the cable into the trench.

111e average vollage is given by

v

=V o coset.

The ma ximulll and minimum values of et are controlled by the
characteristics of the thyristors and the design of the circui!.
Generally the limits are about 5" to 165", instead of 0" to 180·. This
r~stricti~n does Ilc:'t cause any practical limitation on c harging and
dlschargmg the cod or on the power during charge and discharge.

TABLE II

The 6-pulse bridge, which is the simplest possible for a 3-phase
system, produces harmonics on the ac bus and in the output voltage
to the coil and causes a phase shift of current and voltage on the ac
bus, thu s introducing reactive power. Neither hamlonics nor
reactive P?wer are desirable. B~th must. be reduced or el iminated by
the addition of filters or by IIlcreasmg the complexity of the
converter.

A Comparison of ~1XXl MWllr SME$ Planl Com for Diffen:nl SUpen:0I1dulOr Ch.'ll3clerislicsd .'I,1Il Com
(MilliomofDollm)
Oper.ning Tem r-:r.null: (K)
M:wi:ll
Jop(B~" 71XXl'\lmm2)

COli! (B3se ,. NO. n J! 1.8 K)

. The hannonics that appear across the coil also appear on the ac
Side of the bridge and will propagate into the ac sys tem if no
damping is provided. Generally, large sca le converters such as
those now used on dc transmi ssion lines have filters on the ac side
that remove a large fraction of the unwanted hannollics. By using
GTOs these can be reduced further, and by using two or more 6pulse bridges that fire in different sequences, the reactive power can
be reduced. Because the gate turn off devices are more compl icated
~omponents a ~iven silicon wafer size will carry less current than if
It were mode mto an SCR. Thus, more GTO's, which are more
e~pel~sive per unit, will be required than SCR's. In addition, the
~JrCuHry needed to m~ke a GTO converter work properly also
Impacts the overall effiCIency of the ac-dc conversion process. Thus
a SMES plant with GTO's may be 88% efficient whereas one with
SCR's would be 92% efficient, for example. Further analysis is
needed in this area.
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The response of the control and firing circuits to a new demand
signal are so rapid that a new firing angle may be chosen for the
very next SCR to be pulsed, say within a few milliseconds. This
rapid re sponse to power demands that may vary by hundred s of
megawatts is a unique capability of SMES relative to other energy
storage sys tem s suc h as pumped hydro and compressed air.
Though an almost similar capability is possible with batteries, they
are essentially constant voltage devices whereas the SMES unit is
constant current. The response time of the SMES is generally
better. Note also that to reverse power on a battery the current must
be reversed . 111is ability to respond quickly allows the SMES unit
not only to function as an energy storage unit, but also to act as
spinning reserve and even to provide stability in case of disturbances
on the utility sys tem.

1.8 K
Nb-11

""",
T"'"

RclJlh"C Cost (%)

100

'"

The total direct capital costs of the conductor and the coil related
structural components is $315.9M . The costs for other storage
related items in this design amounted to only $91.7M. More recent
design effort have led to a reduction of the fraction of the total costs
related the coil and conductor.
The total direct capital cost of the power conditioning system,
including a switchyurd for the incoming ac power, is $78.9M. If a
larger power capacity were required to nccommodate a spinning
reserve requirement for example, it would be possible to increase the
power capacity with little or no impact on the storage related costs.
With contingency etc., the power relllled cos ts are about $125/kW.
The value of spinning reserve and other c red it s could be as high as
$250/kW. Thus the addition of power capacity might well be
considered by any utility purchasing such a device.

SMES SYSTEM COSTS
The costs of a SMES system can be separated into two rather
independent components. One is related to the energy storage
capacity, the other to the power capacity. As mentioned earlier, the
cost of a SMES plant will depend on the size -storage capacity- with
larger units being more economical. We use here a reference plant
with 5,000 MWhr storage capacity and lOOOMW power capacity.
This implies the nameplate rating would be l,OOOMW for 5 hours .
The costs of thi s reference unit have been determined by several
groups, some of the m more than once. Here the Bechtel work in
reference 44 is used as a basis.

The total estimated cost to construct is $633.6M. In addition
there are engineering costs, contingency-those costs that are
expected but not known in detail-, interest during construction on
the costs already incurred, and other miscellaneous costs. These
raise the total to $958.9M.

Each of the major components described in the previous section
have an associated cost. Because the storage capacity of the plant
and the power capacity are to a certain degree independent the costs
of th ese items can be considered separately. The actual cost of the
conductor l:Issembly will depend on the unit cost of materials at the
time of construction and on the cost of labor at the site. The values
he re are a few years old and it is clear the costs of certain
components have changed considerably since that time. For
example aluminum costs have increased much faster than those of
copper or Nb·Ti alloy. Nevertheless, we can look into the costs of
each major componenl. These are summarized in Table II , which

This cost is le ss than a coal fired power plant of the same
capacity, but more than an equivalent pumped hydro storage plant.
Several comparisons with other sys tems have been made and the
general result is that SMES will be marginally competitive with
pumped hydro. There is an assumption required to arrive at this
conclusion. It is that there are sites available for both. In fact, there
are few remaining sites where pumped hydro can be installed, Also
there arc siting issues for the SMES plant due to the stray magnetic
field.
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POSSIBLE IMPACT OF HIGH CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
SUPERCONDUCTORS ON SMES

The total cos t of superconduc tor in an application is the sum of
the raw material and the fabri catio n costs. For the ductile conductor
alloy Nb-Ti these costs are abou t eq ual. In Nb3Sn, which is a brittle
compound, the costs of condu cto r fabrication and Ihe ndditiC?nal
costs of coil fabrication and assembly to accommodate the bnttle
nature of the material and the extra costs of high temperature
processing are much higher than the cost of the material. As a
resu lt , the use of Nb3Sn has been minimal in large sca le
applications. A comparison for accelerator magne ts used a factor of
1.25 for the relative fabrication cost of Nb3Sn vs. Nb-Ti magnets66 .

If e ffect ive HTSC materials are developed then both the design
nnd the cost of a SMES plant will be affected. Dus,cd all sev~ral
assumptions regarding the pcrfo nnance of these matenal s, and tlSlIlg
th e 1.8 K system described above as a benchmark, o ne can ask how
th e design wo uld change if HTSCs were available. Several

interrelated tec hnical factors need to be considered. These arc
summarized in Table III.

The question th at mu st eventuall y be addressed is how to
incorporate a material with lo w ductility into a design that naturally
subjects the materials to extensive cyclic strain? However, should
the hi gh T e materials ever meet current den sity requirements and the
strain limits be studied and understood, it should be possible to
adjust the design to accommodate them.

TABLE III
ISSUES IN TH E USE OF I-IIGH TEMPERATURE
SUPERCONDUCTORS FORSMES
Consideration

Opcrnting Temperature

Determines Cryogen, Jel and He.

Current Density

Affects quantity of material required.

S tability

Delcrnlincd by materia] chamcteristics and
operating conditions.

Safety/RcliabiJity

Ability of the system to absorb all the
stored energy without damage to the

Two easi ly applied assumptions will be made regard~ ng the
current density in the HTSCs. 'nle first is that the new mate nals can
be sub stitute d direc tly for Nb-Ti at the chosen operating
temperature, with an operating current dens ity of 7000 A/1111H2. The
second is that the critical c urrent density at 77 K will reac h the goal
proposed by the National Academy65, 1000 A/111m 2. These two
assumptions will have a major impact on SMES costs.
The DOE has established some cost guidelines for the
HTSC's67, and the Natio nal Academy65 in its evaluation used
ano ther. Three scena rios are considered here: first, the cost and
performance of coil and conductor,. materials and fabrjcatio~, are
projected to be equal to that of Nb-TI; second, the c urrent density of
the high T c materials is assumed to be 1000 A/mm 2 and the cos ts
equal to those of Nb-Ti; and third , the current density is assumed to
be that of Nb-Ti, 7000 A/111m 2, and the cost a low, $22/kg.

plant.
Slmt Charactcristics

Strength of the structure and material
requirements.

Friction

Forces that hold the assembly together
and cause motion leading to quenches.

Stress/Strain

TIle existing SMES design allows a
conductor cyclic strain of about 0.4%.

The costs of the "mec hanical" components of the SMES plant
operating at high temperature will change somewhat from those for a
1.8 K plant, but the tota l impact on system costs will be sm:1l1. The
struts that transmit the load from 1.8 K to ambient temperature have
been optimized with two intermediate thennal intercepts. One of
these is at about 77 K. As a co nservative estimate we set the strut
length and material requirements equal to the segment of the original
strut that spans from 77 K to room temperature . This estimate
allows a narrower cryostat and trench and the strut has a larger cross
section than is need ed, as the buckling limit is less and no
intermediate heat shields are required. However, the brittle nature of
the superconductor may require a smalle r strut spaci ng, so thi s
should be a reasonable estimate.

The opera ting temperature chose n for a superconduc.ting dev}ce
is a compromise based o n achieving the lowest cos t wh!le meeung
operational requireme nt s. This is a~col11plished with a good
eng ineering understanding of the matenals and subsystems. It has
been sugges ted 65 that a "rule of thumb" exis ts for operating a
superconductor at 75% of Te. In fact rules of thumb .are generally
based on engineering practice, and are usually applicable over a
sma ll range of variables.
A strong argument can also be made for operating in liquid
nitroge n if the mate rial s allow it. If thi s selection is made, then, the
heat of vaporization of the nitrogen also provides considerable
e nth a lpy , a nd thu s increases stab ility. It ~ I so reduces th e
propaga tio n velocity of a quench, shou ld the coli g~ normal, and
increases th e energy required to hea t the conduclor 11110 a normal
state in the case of an e nergy dump. Both of these can have a very
ncga tive affect on the sa fety of the plant. An option that s ~lOuld be
reconsidcred for the HTSCs, at leas t for large magne ts, IS to use
indirect cooling and forced now. Properly selecting the ope rating
temperature and isolation from the liquid nitrogen may si mplify the
safety and protectio n system s and still provide a reasona ble
operating margin.

The cryostat can be changed co nsiderably as it may be possible
to in sul ate it with n type of styrofoam or perlite, so th e heat shields
and much of the muhilaye r thennal insulation can be eliminated. If a
gas could be used in the space be tween vessels the s truchlr~\l
requirements could also be reduced. Whereas Illuch of the hea t IS
removed at 77 K in the conven tio nal SMES unit, all th e heat load
will be removed at this temperature in a HTSC unit. The effect on
the load at 77 K is minimal , but the effect on room te mperature
power is very large.
The cost of the struts for a 77 K sys tem will sca le from those for
a 4 K sys tem based on the leng th to thc 77 K intercept point. For
the 5000 MWh, design thi s was 0.66 m out of a total le ng th of 2 ..0
m so the strut s will cos t about one-third as much. Eve ntually thiS
le;lgt h will have to be opt imi zed with the cos t of material s, tre nch
width, and refrigeration included in the analysis. TIle origin al trench
was about 5 m wide. Theoretically, it would be possible to have a
2 m wide trench, but access requirements will probably se t the
minimum width at about 3 m .

Once the storage capaci ty of a coi l of a given geometrr and peak
field is selected, the quantity of superconductor measured In Ampere
meters (usually kAm) relllll in s the same independent of current or
operating temperature. The volume of superconductor on the other
hand depends not only o n the application but ~Iso on Jc
whe.ther
it is possible to "grade" the superconductor, I. e. use less IJ1 regions
where the magnetic field is less.

an?

The to tal volume of superconductor thus depends o n the quantity
Qsc in kAm required by the design and the working curren t density

The cos t of the refrigerator depends o n the room temperature
power requirement more th an any other factor. Th e costs of the
refrigerator are scaled from the 1.8 K, 5000 MWhr plant based on
the power ratio raised to the 0.75 power.

Jop
V = QsdJo p ·
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Test Model. EPRl had already outlined a plan 47 to design and build
an ETM over a 5 or 6 year period nnd was exploring funding
alternatives. The timetnble for the SOlO was much shorter, with a
goal of construction within a 3 year period after project initiation.

There are two ways to consider the energy required to openlle
the refrigerators. The first is to attribute it to an operational cost,
and the second is to take a penalty in the efficiency of the plant. The
final choice between these for an operating SMES plant will be made
by the utility and may be different in operation from that used during
the proposal and design stage. Here we assess the refrigeration cost
as an increment on the efficiency. The remainder of the operational
costs will be reduced by some fraction because of the decrease in
refrigemtion power requirement Other operating costs will remain
essentially unchanged.

The request for proposals for this program was issued by the
Defense Nuclear Agency DNA on behalf of the SOlO in June of
1987 and two teams, one led by Bechtel and the other by Ebasco,
responded. Both are involved in the design of indepcndent ETM
devices with somewhat different approaches to the various technical
issues. Two sessions at this conference are devoted to the work of
these two teams. Some detail, of their work is reported there.

Cost comparisons based 011 the above discussion are given in
Table II. The savings that can be expected for the case of direct
replacement, which I believe to be the fairest, though still very
optimistic comparison, shows a potential decrease of about 8% in
cost for the plant. Considering that SMES is now marginally
competitive this would improve its chances for use, but would not
make it a cenainty. If in fact the superconductor does cost less in
the fabricated state then a considerably larger savings can be
realized. If, on the other hand, the critical current density cannot be
improved to match that of Nb-Ti at 1.8 K then the high critical
temperature materials are not likely to see significant application on
SMES.

The management of the effort is by several levels of review
teams that consist of representatives from the government and
EPRI. Each team is to select a preferred site and to design their
system to operate either at this site or at White Sands, the site the
first military application. The site selection is needed early due to
the requirement for an environmcntal impact evaluation.

One potential advantage of the use of HTSCs is the possibility of
decreasing the unit cost of smaller plants. As mentioned above, the
a!Dount of superconductor and the cryostat materials scale as the
E2/3 for large sizes. This is to be compared to most systems that
scale directly as the stored energy. As a result, the decreasing unit
costs of SMES will drop below those of other systems as the sizes
get sufficiently large. By reducing the unit cost of the SMES plant,
the effect of the HTSCs will be to move the crossover to smaller
plant capacities as shown in Fig. 2. Another possible area of
application could be to reduce the losses associated with the power
leads.
In assessing SMES and other potential applications, it is worth
noting that the HTSCs will have the most significant impact on
technologies in which the refrigerators arc a major pan of the capital
cost and/or where refrigeration power/operating costs are high.

TIle program is to be completed in a totnl of about 4 years and is
expected to cost upwards of $150M. This will cover the costs of the
development work by the two teams during the "horserace" phase
and the construction of one ETM unit with storage capacity in the
range 10-30 MWhr.
CONCLUSION
SMES appears to marginally competitive with other storage
technologies and is likely to remain so. There is a large market for
additional energy storage capacity in the U.S. Some 25,000 MW
would be possible if a sufficiently cheap yet reliable plant was
developed. The SMES ETM program in progress may lead to the
construction of a model that will prove the principles so that utilities
will begin to install SMES plants early in the 21st century.
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